
The many faces of Donald Wayne Kurtz: 
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Don was a graduate 
student at the 

University of Texas 
at Austin 

 
We met there in 

1972 
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Search for coronal line emission from the Cygnus loop 
Kurtz, D. W., Vanden Bout, P. A., Angel, J. R. P., 1972, 

  ApJ, 178, 701 – 706  
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Delta Scuti stars in the H-R Diagram   
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Chemically peculiar A/early F stars 
 & Delta Scuti pulsation 

 
Classical Am stars  No pulsation found on main sequence (Breger 1970) 

   Some low-level pulsation (Smalley, Kurtz et al. 2011) 
 
Delta Delphini stars  Evolved Am stars 
(=Rho Pup stars)   ‘Normal‘ p-mode pulsation (Kurtz 1976) 
 
Ap SrCrEu (CP2) stars  Strong rare earth elements, magnetic fields 

   Rapidly oscillating (Kurtz 1982), 
   High order, low degree p-mode pulsation.  

 
Lambda Boo stars  Underabundances of most Fe-peak elements, 

   solar abundances of lighter elements (C, N, O, S) 
   ‘Normal‘ p-mode pulsation 

 



McDonald Observatory, Texas 





Don at the 
terminal while 
observing 
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Also published in 
 
ApJ Suppl.,32, 615, 1976 
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Some highlights of his dissertation: 
 
Fine abundance analyses show that 5 of the 7  Delta Delphini stars 
have abundances similar to the evolved Am stars 
 
Delta Del stars are evolved metallic line stars 
 
Any similarities to the Ba II star abundances are coincidental 
 
Some of the Delta Del stars are Delta Scuti pulsators 
 
Pulsation and metallicism are mutually exclusive among the 
classical Am stars, but may coexist in other stars related to the 
classical Am stars 
 
Preference for the diffusion hypothesis  model for the metallic line 
stars  
 
Discusses implications of the coexistence of pulsation and diffusion 
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Myron Smith writes 



Myron Smith writes 
 
“In 1973 a Don Kurtz suddenly called me to discuss 
his thoughts on Am stars.  
 
I remember thinking on the fly: ’God, this guy can talk 
faster than I can think.’  
 
In retribution, I put him up again the best other 
talker I know – my mom! In the picture they are 
engaged in a dinner party few years later, also in 
Austin.” 



Shortly afterwards, Myron Smith joined 
Don‘s dissertation committee. 

 

Don Kurtz 
 and 

Eleanor Smith 
 



Why did we not detect roAp pulsation earlier? 
 

Delta Scuti stars: typical telescope observations take 6 mins per set. 
We might miss a roAp pulsation with a period of 6.5 mins: 
 
Sampling Theorem:  “A signal can be reconstructed from its samples if the 
original signal has no frequencies above ½ the sampling frequency.“   
 
The Nyquist frequency, fc, is 120 cycles/day. 
 
However, we might see an alias frequency (2fc – f) of 20 cycles/day or 
period of 1.2 hours. 
 
Using near-continuous observations, in 1978 Don detected the 
12.15 minute light variation in the magnetic Pryzbylski‘s Star. 



Chemically peculiar A/early F stars 
 & Delta Scuti pulsation 

 
Classical Am stars  No pulsation found on main sequence (Breger 1970) 

   Some low-level pulsation (Smalley, Kurtz et al. 2011) 
 
Delta Delphini stars  Evolved Am stars 
(=Rho Pup stars)   ‘Normal‘ p-mode pulsation (Kurtz 1976) 
 
Ap SrCrEu (CP2) stars  Strong rare earth elements, magnetic fields 

   Rapidly oscillating (Kurtz 1982), 
   High order, low degree p-mode pulsation.  

 
Lambda Boo stars  Underabundances of most Fe-peak elements, 

   solar abundances of lighter elements (C, N, O, S) 
   ‘Normal‘ p-mode pulsation 
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Some private recollections: 
Don Kurtz giving speech 

at my (non)retirement from 
 the Univ. of Vienna 
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IAU Symp. 224 
Poprad, Slovakia 

„The A-star 
puzzle“ 

July, 2004 
 

Going up the 
Tatra mountains 

 



   The Univ. Texas (UT) / South Africa connection: 
 
 
Three UT professors: 
 
David Evans used to be at the Royal Observatory, Cape Town 
 
Brian Warner left in 1972 to become the UCT head of Astronomy Dept. 
 
Michel Breger had been an undergraduate at UCT and Royal and 
Radcliffe Observatories 
 
So, Don Kurtz used the great opportunity to go to South Africa 
 
 

 ......................  And the saga continues  .................. 


